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Design in Advertising and Public Relations

Code: 103144
ECTS Credits: 6

Degree Type Year

2501935 Advertising and Public Relations OB 2

Teachers

Maria Leonor Balbuena Palacios

Jordi Olive Calvo

Prerequisites

They have not been described.

Objectives and Contextualisation

Applying the knowledge of advertising and public relations to organize information and communicate in the
graphic formats.
Transmitting information through graphic messages.
Using the formal elements and adapt the graphic messages taking into account the recipients of the
information.
Training professionals in advertising and public relations, prepared to organize information in graphic formats.
Discovering the functions of creativity, design and production of advertising pieces.
Introducing the basic knowledge linked to the creative direction regarding the design of pieces of advertising
communication and public relations.
Introducing the basic knowledge linked to the art direction with respect to the design of pieces of advertising
communication and public relations.

Learning Outcomes

CM30 (Competence) Incorporate individual skills (creativity, use of expressive and technological
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CM30 (Competence) Incorporate individual skills (creativity, use of expressive and technological
resources) into the development of collaborative projects in the field of advertising and public relations.
CM31 (Competence) Devise graphic and audiovisual projects in the field of persuasive communication
that respond to new expressive and technological trends.
CM32 (Competence) Generate transformative graphic and audiovisual projects that reinforce
democratic values and increase social rights.
KM33 (Knowledge) Classify the techniques and aesthetic theories involved in graphic design and art
direction in the elaboration of persuasive messages.
SM30 (Skill) Operate cameras, microphones, mixing consoles, image and sound editing and retouching
software and other post-production effects to produce persuasive messages that are understandable
and attractive.

Content

Block 1: Context

Creative direction and the creative idea
Art direction and the formal idea
Structuring the visual message
Work plan proposal

Block 2: Design Foundations

Design theory
Concept of design
Aesthetic movements

Block 3: Production

Editing
Production process
Layout rules
Correction rules
Supports
Printing
Web forms

Block 4: Typography

Formal expression
Typography variables
Use and representation
Macro and microtypography

Block 5: Color

Color spaces
Expression
Use and reproduction

Block 6: Graphics

Variables
Typology
Expression
Use and representation

Block 7: Graphic Architecture
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Block 7: Graphic Architecture

Formal strategy
Text and image: visualization
Visual rhetoric
The perceived form

Block 8: Graphic Aesthetics

Organic and inorganic
Graphic communication

Activities and Methodology

Title Hours ECTS Learning Outcomes

Type: Directed

Theory 15 0.6 KM33

Works 37.5 1.5 CM30, CM31, CM32, KM33, SM30

Type: Supervised

Tutorials 7.5 0.3 CM30, CM31, CM32, KM33

Type: Autonomous

Works 82.5 3.3 CM31, CM32, SM30

Theoretical sessions will be combined with practical exercises.

Annotation: Within the schedule set by the centre or degree programme, 15 minutes of one class will be
reserved for students to evaluate their lecturers and their courses or modules through questionnaires.

Assessment

Continous Assessment Activities

Title Weighting Hours ECTS Learning Outcomes

1. Advertising design: Visual (illustrations). 15 0.5 0.02 CM30, CM31, SM30

2. Advertising design: text (typographic) 15 0.5 0.02 CM30, CM31, SM30

3. Visual Image Book 20 1 0.04 CM30, CM31, CM32, KM33, SM30

4. Applications of Visual Image Book 25 1.5 0.06 CM30, CM31, CM32, SM30

5. Theoretical Exam 20 3 0.12 KM33
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6. Portfolio 5 1 0.04 CM30, CM31, CM32, SM30

Continuous evaluation consists of developing the following activities:

1. Exam, 20% of the final grade

2. Theoretical and practical activities

1. 2.1 Activity Portfolio 5% of the final grade

2. 2.2 MIV applications 25% on the final grade

3. 2.3 Visual Image Manual (MIV) 20% on the final grade

4. 2.4 Advertising Graphic Piece: Textual (typography) 15% of the final grade

5. 2.5 Advertising Graphic Piece: Visual (graphics) 15% on the final grade.

In order to pass the subject, it will be necessary to obtain a minimum grade of 5 in each of the activities.

Retaking the activities.

Students will have the right to retake the subject if they have been evaluated from the set of activities, the weight of which is a minimum of 2/3

of the total grade of the subject.

All the activities of the subject are recoverable.

Second enrolment

In the case of a second enrolment, students will be able to take a single synthesis test that will consist of submitting the activities/rubrics that

had not been passed during the previous year.

The grade of the subject will correspond to the grade of the final exam.

Students not evaluated

Students will not be considered to be evaluated when the teacher detects signs of copying or plagiarism in the activities.

Plagiarism

Students who make any irregularity (copying, plagiarism, identity theft,...) that may lead to a significant variation in the grade of an evaluation

act will be graded with 0 in that evaluation act. In the event that there are several irregularities, the final grade of the subject will be 0.

Subject programming

The detailed calendar with the content of the different sessions will be presented on the day of presentation of the subject. It will also be

posted on the Virtual Campus where students will be able to find the detailed description of the exercises and practices, the various teaching

materials and any information necessary for the proper monitoring of the subject. In the event of a change of teaching modality for health

reasons, the teaching staff will inform of the changes that will occur in the programming of the subject and in the teaching methodologies.

This subject does not include single assessment.

Bibliography
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Software

The course will use the programs Affinity Publisher, Affinity Photo and, as a reading tool, Acrobat Reader.
                                                                The teachers will spend five and two hours, respectively, in the training of the first two.
                                                                At the same time, the teaching staff will provide online resources so that the student can complement their training, if they consider it, with unlimited dedication.

Language list

Name Group Language Semester Turn

(PLAB) Practical laboratories 51 Catalan first semester afternoon

(PLAB) Practical laboratories 52 Spanish first semester afternoon

(PLAB) Practical laboratories 53 Catalan first semester afternoon

(TE) Theory 5 Catalan first semester afternoon
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